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(The YouTube version has been removed, because of obvious reasons, the
freedom of speech we are using is hurting them too much. The link provided is
now functioning Odysee link).

Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades!

With much happiness, I announce that from now on, we are going to have
documentaries and videos from our side coming up. These will include
information, knowledge, revelations and they will be able to be used in spreading
the Truth online.

The enemy has had all the means, ways and literally billions of places to spread
their lies. For this reason, our bulwark and information must be spread and
protected.

I am not the most well-versed in editing, but since the job is able to be done, it
will be done. There will be advancement. Satan wants things out so everyone
can finally know the Truth.

This took me a full 55 hours total, maybe even a lot more.

This is a Joy of Satan Movie! So, grab the popcorn, take one hour of your time,
and enjoy. Aside from educational (and not jew-cautional) we want these videos
to be fun and show what we stand for.

There will be more videos, so stay in touch.

Don't forget to comment, share, and subscribe to my (our) channel. We
need to spread the truth everywhere.

I ask all of you to relate your feedback. Also, the next videos will be of course
improved.

I proudly present to all of you…

https://web.archive.org/web/20170809200639/http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15996.html


"Exit The Jewtrix" - The Most [Dangerous] Youtube
Movie Documentary

https://odysee.com/@Commander.Cobra.666:5/_Exit-The-Jewtrix_---The-Most-
-Dangerous--Youtube-Movie-Documentary:d

I want to thank all the contributors, with their music, and everything else for
making this video possible. There are also pieces of famous videos from other
people who are in our cause, so irrespectively of if we know each other or not,
thanks must go to them.
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